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ABSTRACT
The present invention discloses a method for receiving emergency broadcasting messages. The method comprises that: when the terminal acquires periodically from the information header of the multimedia broadcasting service information that there is a new emergency broadcasting message needed to be received, it parses the emergency broadcasting message from the multimedia broadcasting control information, alternatively, under the scene that the terminal receives the multimedia broadcasting service information, when the terminal acquires from the information header of the service information that there is a new emergency broadcasting message queue needed to be received, it parses the emergency broadcasting message from the multimedia broadcasting control information. The present invention discloses a communication mobile terminal for receiving emergency broadcasting messages. The present invention enables the terminal to open the logic channels periodically to receive all emergency broadcasting messages punctually and effectively prevents the high power consumption and resource wasting in the course of reception.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR RECEIVING EMERGENCY BROADCASTING MESSAGES

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to the technology for receiving multimedia broadcasting signal by a mobile terminal, and especially to a method and device for receiving emergency broadcasting messages via multimedia broadcasting.

BACKGROUND

Digital mobile multimedia broadcasting technologies and standards have been developing rapidly in recent years, such as European Digital Video Broadcast Handheld (DVB-H) system, American Media Forward Link Only (MedialFlo) system, mobile cellular based Broadcast and Multicast Services (BMCS) system and China Mobile Multimedia Broadcasting (CMMB) system, etc. The digital mobile multimedia broadcasting network provides many service contents, such as advertisement, weather forecast, news, sports shows, variety shows, multimedia radio play, movies, etc., to is terminal users thereof; the users can select the service program provided by the mobile multimedia broadcasting by preference.

The so-called mobile TV service, in short, is a service of watching TV programs by using a mobile phone terminal of mobile communication. As an emerging service, compared with the traditional TV being watched by the whole family in the living room, the mobile TV is featured with portability, mobility and privacy. With the popularization of mobile data service and the development of mobile phone video functions, the mobile TV starts to come into people’s life gradually. With the continuous improvement in living standard, consumer demands are diversified and fashion-orientated, and it becomes a fashion to watch TV programs on the mobile phone, and it will become a manner for people to enjoy life.

In terms of the development of broadcasting TV services, the traditional radio and TV broadcasting technology has been in the development from an analogue technology to a digital technology, and the device for receiving TV signal also develops from an ordinary desktop TV set to diversified terminals, such as mobile TV, vehicle-borne TV, and handheld TV, etc. In terms of development trend of mobile communication, with the substantial increase in data transmission capacity of mobile communication networks and the continuous improvement of terminal manufacture technologies, it becomes possible to watch TV programs via the mobile phone terminal. Technical progresses in these two aspects open a path for receiving video program content of high quality via the mobile phone terminal and melt the rigid boundary between the two industries, thus prompting an entirely new service mode, i.e. the mobile TV.

Emergency broadcasting is a way for announcing emergency events to the public via a broadcasting communication system. When emergency events occur, such as natural disaster, accident disaster, public health and social security, etc., which result in, or may result in heavy casualties, property loss, ecologic and environmental damage, and serious social danger and public security danger, the emergency broadcasting provides a fast and easy announcing manner. With the emphasis of the nation on various emergency events and the proposing of various public emergency pre-arranged planning, it is very necessary to provide an emergency broadcasting service as a broadcasting technique having a large number of online users. The mobile phone terminal having the function of receiving emergency broadcasting messages can receive the emergency broadcasting messages sent from an emergency broadcasting system.

As shown in FIG. 1, it illustrated is a structural diagram of broadcasting channel frames of the CMMB system. The broadcasting channel frame consists of multiple multiplex frames, and each multiplex frame is composed of a multiplex frame head, a multiplex frame payload and a filling part, while the multiplex frame payload is composed of multiple multiplex subframes.

For example, if 1 second is determined to be the multiplex period and divided into 40 equal portions of time periods (time slots), the multiplex unit is 25 ms. Logically, the multiplex frame and time slot mapping are determined by the configuration of system.

One multiplex frame corresponds to one control or service logical channel, and each multiplex frame is assigned with one multiplex frame identification MF_ID in a range from 0 to 39, with 39 being the maximum value. Whereas the multiplex frame with MF_ID=0 is mapped into the control logical channel for transmitting system control information; the multiplex frame with ML_ID=0 (namely MF_ID=1-39) is mapped into the service logical channel for transmitting service data.

As shown in FIG. 2, the multiplex frame with the multiplex frame identification being 0 (MF_ID=0) is used for carrying the control information, and the multiplex frame payload in the multiplex frame comprises multiple control information tables, i.e., each multiplex subframe consists of one control information table. The emergency broadcasting message table is carried by the control information table with the table ID number being 0x10.

In the existing CMMB specification, the emergency broadcasting service is put in the multiplex frame carrying the control information (i.e. multiplex frame 0, MF_ID=0) for transmission. The receiver is arranged into multiple reception channels according to the performance of the terminal for receiving the broadcasting message; due to the limitation of the existing technology, the receiver can be arranged into only two reception channels, i.e. logic channel 0 and logic channel 1. Generally, logic channel 0 is used for receiving the control information multiplex frame (i.e. multiplex frame 0), while logic channel 1 is used for receiving service data multiplex frame (i.e. the non-zero multiplex frame, MF_ID>0).

In the existing technology, the method for receiving emergency broadcasting messages by the user terminal is that: the terminal detects the "emergency broadcasting indication" field value in the multiplex frame head. As shown in FIG. 3, 0 represents that there is no emergency broadcasting message; when the field value turns from 0 to non-zero, it shows that there is an emergency broadcasting message in the control information multiplex frame (identified by the message ID); the terminal enters logic channel 0 to receive the control information multiplex frame, and to parse the emergency broadcasting information table consisting of emergency broadcasting table head and emergency broadcasting data segment, etc., (the control information table with the table ID number being 0x10), based on the frame structure as shown in FIG. 2.

When the "emergency broadcasting indication" field in FIG. 3 has a new emergency broadcasting message queue to be sent at the transmitting end, the value of this field progressively increases by 1 circularly in the range of 1-3 (i.e. 01-11); or after all the emergency broadcasting message queues have been transmitted in the broadcasting network, the field value turns to 0. That is to say, the field value changes only under these two circumstances, while the field value does not
change in the course of circularly transmitting a same emergency broadcasting message in the broadcasting network.

The 'concurrent message quantity' in the emergency broadcasting table head in FIG. 2 is 4-bit field with the value thereof ranging from 0 to 15 for representing the quantity of messages to be sent currently in the emergency broadcasting front-end transmitting queue. The receiving terminal can determine whether to receive all the emergency broadcasting messages in this message queue according to the field. The message ID is used for identifying the emergency broadcasting message being sent currently in the control information multiplex frame.

The existing technology for receiving emergency broadcasting messages by the terminal has the following disadvantages:

1. the terminal does not enter the mobile TV, until the emergency broadcasting transmitting front end continuously transmit multiple emergency broadcasting messages simultaneously, and the terminal can not receive all the emergency broadcasting messages until the end of the transmitting period of the multiple emergency broadcasting messages;
2. if logic channel 1 has been occupied to receive the TV service information at the moment when the user enters the mobile TV and is watching TV, and the emergency broadcasting transmitting front end continuously transmits multiple emergency broadcasting messages simultaneously, if the terminal always uses logic channel 0 to receive the control information multiplex frame, it consumes a large amount of power and wastes a large number of resources in the course of reception, though it can receive all the emergency broadcasting messages.

SUMMARY

The technical problem to be solved by the present invention is to provide a method and device for receiving emergency broadcasting messages, in order to enable a mobile terminal to receive all the emergency broadcasting messages completely at any time, and prevent high power consumption and resource wasting in the course of reception.

To solve the above-mentioned technical problem, the present invention provides a method for receiving emergency broadcasting messages, which is used in a communication mobile terminal, the method comprises: when a terminal acquires periodically from an information header of multimedia broadcasting service information that there is a new emergency broadcasting message needed to be received, parsing the emergency broadcasting messages from control information and displaying.

Further, when the terminal does not receive the multimedia broadcasting service information via a second logic channel, it may periodically receive and parse the multimedia broadcasting control information and the information header thereof via a first logic channel; after parsing and displaying all the messages in emergency broadcasting message queue from the multimedia broadcasting control information, the terminal may stop receiving the multimedia broadcasting control information.

Further, prior to periodically receiving the multimedia broadcasting control information, the method may further comprise: initializing emergency broadcasting message variables, i.e., setting the value of an emergency broadcasting indicator variable to be a first initial value, setting the values of a concurrent message quantity variable and a received message quantity variable to be a second initial value respectively, and setting a message queue linked list to be Null; wherein the first initial value may be equal to the initial value of emergency broadcasting indication information in the information header for representing that there is a new emergency broadcasting message queue, and the second initial value may be equal to the initial value of concurrent message quantity information in the multimedia broadcasting control information for representing the message quantity in the emergency broadcasting message queue.

Further, the method may further comprise:

1. receiving the multimedia broadcasting control information, and parsing the emergency broadcasting indication information from the information header of the multimedia broadcasting control information, then determining whether the value of the emergency broadcasting indication information is equal to the value of the emergency broadcasting indicator variable; if yes, executing step (3); otherwise, setting the value of the emergency broadcasting indicator variable to be equal to the value of emergency broadcasting indication information;
2. parsing the emergency broadcasting information in the multimedia broadcasting control information, extracting the concurrent message quantity information and message ID, and determining whether there is the message ID in the message queue linked list, if yes, executing step (3); otherwise, setting the value of concurrent message quantity variable to be equal to the value of the concurrent message quantity information; shifting the value of the received message quantity variable by one unit is quantity, which is used for representing one emergency broadcasting message in the emergency broadcasting message queue, and then putting the message ID in the message queue linked list; and at the same time, displaying the present emergency broadcasting message;
3. determining whether the value of the concurrent message quantity variable is less than the value of the received message quantity variable, if yes, continuing receiving the control information, and then repeatedly executing step (2); otherwise, resetting the value of the concurrent message quantity variable and the value of the received message quantity variable to be equal to the second initial value respectively, resetting the message queue linked list to be Null, and stopping receiving the control information at the same time.

To solve the above-mentioned technical problem, the present invention provides a method for receiving emergency broadcasting messages, which is used in a communication mobile terminal, the method comprises: when a terminal receives a multimedia broadcasting service information and acquires from an information header of the multimedia broadcasting service information that there is a new emergency broadcasting message queue needed to be received, parsing the emergency broadcasting messages from multimedia broadcasting control information and displaying.

Further, the terminal may receive the multimedia broadcasting service information via a second logic channel, and continue receiving the service information via the second logic channel after parsing and displaying all the messages in the emergency broadcasting message queue from the received multimedia broadcasting control information via a first logic channel.

Further, prior to receiving the multimedia broadcasting service information by the terminal, the method may further comprise: initializing emergency broadcasting message variables, i.e., setting the value of an emergency broadcasting indicator variable to be a first initial value, setting the values of a concurrent message quantity variable and a received message quantity variable to be a second initial value respectively, and setting a message queue linked list to be Null; wherein the first initial value may be equal to the initial value
of emergency broadcasting indication information in the information header for representing that there is a new emergency broadcasting message queue, and the second initial value may be equal to the initial value of concurrent message quantity information in the control information for representing the message quantity in the emergency broadcasting message queue.

Further, the method may further comprise:

(1) receiving the service information, and parsing the emergency broadcasting indication information from the information header of the service information, then determining whether the value of the emergency broadcasting indication information is equal to the value of the emergency broadcasting indicator variable; if yes, executing step (3); otherwise, setting the value of the emergency broadcasting indicator variable to be equal to the value of emergency broadcasting indication information;

(2) receiving the control information, parsing the emergency broadcasting information in the control information, extracting the concurrent message quantity information and message ID, and determining whether there is the message ID in the message queue linked list, if yes, executing step (3); otherwise, setting the value of concurrent message quantity variable to be equal to the value of the concurrent message quantity information; shifting the value of the received message quantity variable by one unit quantity, which is used for representing one emergency broadcasting message in the emergency broadcasting message queue, and then putting the message ID in the message queue linked list; and at the same time, displaying the present emergency broadcasting message;

(3) determining whether the value of the concurrent message quantity variable is less than the value of the received message quantity variable, if yes, repeatedly executing step (2); otherwise, resetting the value of the concurrent message quantity variable and the value of the received message quantity variable to be equal to the second initial value, and resetting the message queue linked list to be Null, and then repeatedly executing step (1).

To solve the above-mentioned technical problem, the present invention provides a communication mobile terminal for receiving emergency broadcasting messages, it comprises a control unit, a reception unit, a parsing and comparing unit and a display unit, which are connected in sequence, wherein:

the control unit is used for periodically starting the reception unit to receive multimedia broadcasting information, and at the same time, indicating the parsing and comparing unit to parse an information header of multimedia broadcasting service information;

the reception unit is used for outputting the received multimedia broadcasting service information to the parsing and comparing unit, under the start of the control unit;

the parsing and comparing unit is used for parsing the information header from the input multimedia broadcasting service information in accordance with the indication of the control unit, and acquiring from emergency broadcasting indication information parsed from the information header that there is a new emergency broadcasting message needed to be received, and outputting the parsed emergency broadcasting message from the multimedia broadcasting control information to the display unit;

the display unit is used for displaying the input emergency broadcasting message.

Further, when the control unit does not start the reception unit to receive a new multimedia broadcasting information, the control unit may be used for periodically starting the reception unit to receive multimedia broadcasting control information, and indicating the parsing and comparing unit to parse the multimedia broadcasting control information; then issuing indication to stop receiving the information to the reception unit after receiving the indication of the parsing and comparing unit to close the reception unit;

the reception unit may be used for outputting the received multimedia broadcasting control information to the parsing and comparing unit, under the start of the control unit; and stopping receiving the multimedia broadcasting control information via a first logic after receiving the indication of the control unit to stop receiving the information;

the parsing and comparing unit may be further connected with the control unit, for is parsing the multimedia broadcasting control information and an information header thereof according to the indication of the control unit; and issuing indication to close the reception unit to the control unit after parsing all the messages in the emergency broadcasting message queue from the multimedia broadcasting control information.

Further, the parsing and comparing unit may be further used for pre-initializing and storing emergency broadcasting message variables, i.e., setting the value of an emergency broadcasting indicator variable to be a first initial value, setting the values of a concurrent message quantity variable and a received message quantity variable to be a second initial value respectively, and setting a message queue linked list to be Null; wherein the first initial value may be equal to the initial value of emergency broadcasting indication information in the information header for representing that there is a new emergency broadcasting message queue, and the second initial value may be equal to the initial value of concurrent message quantity information in the control information for representing the message quantity in the emergency broadcasting message queue.

Further, the parsing and comparing unit may compare the value of the parsed emergency broadcasting indication information with the value of the emergency broadcasting indicator variable, if they are not equal, it may assign the value of the emergency broadcasting indication information to the emergency broadcasting indicator variable for storing, and parse the concurrent message quantity information and message ID from the control information; when the message ID is determined to be not existent in the message queue linked list, it may assign the value of concurrent message quantity information to the concurrent message quantity variable for storing, and then shift the value of the received message quantity variable by one unit quantity, which is used for representing one emergency broadcasting message in the emergency broadcasting message queue, and put the message ID in the message queue linked list; at the same time it may output the parsed emergency broadcasting message to the display unit; when the value of the concurrent message quantity variable is determined to be less than the value of the received message quantity variable, it may continue is parsing the next emergency broadcasting message until the value of the concurrent message quantity variable is equal to the value of the received message quantity variable, it may reset the values of the concurrent message quantity variable and the received message quantity variable to be equal to the second initial value respectively, reset the message queue linked list to be Null, and indicate the control unit to close the reception unit.

Further, in the beginning that the terminal needs to receive the multimedia broadcasting service information, the control unit, may be further used for starting the reception unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting service information, and indicating the parsing and comparing unit to parse the multimedia broadcasting service information simul-
taneously; indicating the reception unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting control information after receiving the indication of the parsing and comparing unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting control information, and at the same time, indicating the parsing and comparing unit to parse the emergency broadcasting message in the multimedia broadcasting control information;  
the reception unit may be used for outputting the multimedia broadcasting service information received via the second logic channel to the parsing and comparing unit, under the start of the control unit; and outputting the multimedia broadcasting control information received via the first logic channel to the parsing and comparing unit after receiving the indication of the control unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting control information;  
the parsing and comparing unit may be used for parsing the input multimedia broadcasting service information, and acquiring from the emergency broadcasting indication information parsed from the information header of the multimedia broadcasting service information that there is a new emergency broadcasting message needed to be received, then indicating the control unit that the multimedia broadcasting control information needs to be received; after receiving the indication of the control unit to parse the emergency broadcasting message, outputting the emergency broadcasting message parsed from the input control information; and acquiring from the emergency is broadcasting indication information parsed from the information header of the multimedia broadcasting service information that there is no new emergency broadcasting message needed to be received, outputting the parsed service information payload data to the display unit;  
the display unit may be used for displaying the input emergency broadcasting message, and/or used for displaying the input service information payload data.  
Further, the parsing and comparing unit may indicate the control unit to resume receiving the multimedia broadcasting service information, after parsing all the emergency broadcasting messages in the emergency broadcasting message queue from the multimedia broadcasting control information;  
the control unit may indicate the reception unit to resume receiving the multimedia broadcasting service information after receiving the indication of the parsing and comparing unit to resume receiving the multimedia broadcasting service information.  
The method and device of the present invention control the use of logic channel in different manners, which not only enables the terminal to periodically open the logic channel to receive all the emergency broadcasting messages punctually, but also enables the terminal to open or close logic channel 0 as required during watching TV to receive all the emergency broadcasting messages in time, thereby effectively preventing high power consumption and resource wasting in the course of reception.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS  
FIG. 1 is a structural diagram of broadcasting channel frames of the CMMB system;  
FIG. 2 is a structural schematic diagram of emergency broadcasting messages of the control information multiplex frame in FIG. 1;  
FIG. 3 is a structural schematic diagram of the multiplex frame head in the broadcasting channel frame in FIG. 1;  
FIG. 4 is a flow chart of an embodiment of a method for receiving emergency broadcasting messages of the present invention;  
FIG. 5 is a flow chart of another embodiment of the method for receiving emergency broadcasting messages of the present invention; and  
FIG. 6 is a structural schematic diagram of a device for receiving emergency broadcasting messages of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION  
The inventive concept of a method and device for receiving emergency broadcasting messages provided by the present invention is that: when a terminal has not started a reception unit to receive service information via logic channel 1, it periodically starts a reception unit to receive control information via logic channel 0, and closes the reception unit after parsing and displaying all the messages in an emergency broadcasting message queue when it acquires from the information header of the control information that there is an emergency broadcasting message needed to be received.  
Alternatively, when the terminal has started the reception unit to receive service information via logic channel 1, if it acquires from the information header of the service information that there is an emergency broadcasting message needed to be received, the terminal indicates the reception unit to receive control information via logic channel 0, and resumes receiving service information via logic channel 1 after parsing and displaying all the messages in an emergency broadcasting message queue.

The above-mentioned technical scheme of the present invention will be illustrated in detail with reference to the drawings and specific embodiments. Although the following is expressed by taking a broadcasting channel frame of the CMMB system as an embodiment, it is only provided to illustrate rather than limit the present invention. Actually, the method and device of the present invention are applicable to any mobile multimedia broadcasting system of separating the control information and service information on different logic channels for transmission.

Embodiment 1  
As shown in FIG. 4, under the scene that logic channel 1 is not occupied, i.e., at the same time that the terminal starts a mobile TV service (now a reception unit has not been started and logic channel 1 is not occupied), the terminal starts a timer to operate, the timer periodically starts the reception unit to receive an emergency broadcasting message queue via logic channel 0, and closes the reception unit in time after receiving all the messages in the message queue, which comprises the following steps:  
Step 401: initializing emergency broadcasting message variables, i.e., setting emergency broadcasting indicator variable flag=0, concurrent message quantity variable MsgCount=0, received message quantity variable MsgNum=0, and message queue linked list MsgQueue=Null.  
Step 402: starting the reception unit by the timer periodically.

Step 403: receiving a control information multiplex frame, parsing the multiplex frame head, and extracting ‘emergency broadcasting indication’ field eFlag.  
Actually, the multiplex frame head here can be parsed either by receiving control information multiplex frame or by receiving service information multiplex frame. The difference lies in that the latter parses the emergency broadcasting message queue by receiving the control information multiplex frame after determining that a new emergency broadcasting message queue needs to be received.  
Step 404: determining whether eFlag is equal to flag (guaranteeing to no longer receive and process the same
emergency broadcasting message queue), if yes, entering step 410; otherwise, entering step 405.

Step 405: setting emergency broadcasting indicator variable flag=ebFlag.

Step 406: parsing an emergency broadcasting information table in the control information multiplex frame, and extracting 'concurrent message quantity' field ebCount and 'message ID' field MsgID.

Step 407: determining whether there is MsgID in the message queue linked list MsgQueue, if yes, executing step 410; otherwise, executing step 408.

Step 408: setting MsgCount=ebCount, MsgNum++, and putting the MsgID in the MsgQueue.

Step 409: displaying the present emergency broadcasting message.

Step 410: determining whether MsgNum is less than MsgCount, if yes, executing step 411; otherwise, executing step 412.

Step 411: receiving the control information multiplex frame, and then executing step 406.

Step 412: resetting variables: MsgCount=0, MsgNum=0, MsgQueue=Null.

Step 413: closing the reception unit, and terminating the flow.

The present invention enables the terminal to receive all the emergency broadcasting message queues and all the emergency broadcasting messages therein after entering the mobile TV service at any time when transmitting the emergency broadcasting message, by periodically starting the reception unit to execute step 403 to step 413 in the above flow. Furthermore, in the course of reception, since the same emergency broadcasting message queue is avoided from being repeatedly received, and the reception unit is closed in time when the received message quantity variable MsgNum is equal to concurrent message quantity variable MsgCount in the message queue, the time for waiting for and receiving emergency broadcasting messages is greatly shortened, thereby effectively preventing high power consumption and resource wasting in the course of reception.

As shown in FIG. 6, it is a mobile terminal for receiving emergency broadcasting messages provided by the present invention, and the mobile terminal comprises a control unit 601, a reception unit 602, a parsing and comparing unit 603 and a display unit 604, which are connected in sequence, wherein:

- the control unit 601 is used for periodically starting the reception unit 602 to receive a control information multiplex frame via logic channel 0 when the terminal stops receiving multimedia broadcasting service information (i.e., after receiving the message that the terminal stops receiving the multimedia broadcasting service information), and at the same time, indicating the parsing and comparing unit 603 to parse the control information multiplex frame; and issuing indication to stop receiving the information to the reception unit 602, after receiving the indication of the parsing and comparing unit 603 to close the reception unit. Actually, the reception unit 602 here can also be started to receive a service information multiplex frame via logic channel 1; the reason has been described before, so no more unnecessary details are given here.

When the terminal starts to receive the multimedia broadcasting service information (i.e. after receiving the message that the terminal starts to receive the multimedia broadcasting service information), the reception unit 602 is started to receive the service information multiplex frame via logic channel 1, and the parsing and comparing unit 603 is indicated to parse the service information multiplex frame simultaneously; the reception unit 602 is indicated to receive the control information multiplex frame via logic channel 0 after receiving the indication of the parsing and comparing unit 603 that the control information needs to be received, and the parsing and comparing unit 603 is indicated to parse the emergency broadcasting message in the control information multiplex frame at the same time; then the indication is issued to resume receiving service information multiplex frame to
the reception unit 602 after receiving the indication of the parsing and comparing unit 603 to continue receiving the service information.

The reception unit 602 is used for, under the start of the control unit 601, outputting the received control information multiplex frame to the parsing and comparing unit 603, and stopping working after receiving the indication of the control unit 601 to stop receiving the information.

Alternatively, under the indication of the control unit 601, the reception unit 602 outputs the received service information multiplex frame and control information multiplex frame to the parsing and comparing unit 603.

The parsing and comparing unit 603 is further connected with the control unit 601, for pre-initializing the emergency broadcasting message variables, i.e. setting: emergency broadcasting indicator variable flag=0, concurrent message quantity variable MsgCount=0, received message quantity variable MsgNum=0, and message queue linked list MsgQueue=Null; and for parsing the input control information multiplex frame (or service information multiplex frame) according to the indication of the control unit 601, and if acquiring from the emergency broadcasting indication field value parsed from the multiplex frame head of the multiplex frame that there is a new emergency broadcasting message queue needed to be received, outputting all the messages in the emergency broadcasting message queue parsed from the control information multiplex frame to the display unit 604, and then issuing an indication to close the reception unit to the control unit 601.

Alternatively, the parsing and comparing unit 603 parses the input service information multiplex frame, and indicates the control unit 601 that the control information needs to be received if acquiring from the emergency broadcasting indication field value parsed from the multiplex frame head of the multiplex frame that there is a new emergency broadcasting message queue needed to be received; after receiving the indication of the control unit 601 to parse the emergency broadcasting message, it outputs all the messages in the emergency broadcasting message queue parsed from the input control information multiplex frame to the display unit 604, and then issues the indication to continue receiving the service information to the control unit 601; if acquiring from the emergency broadcasting indication field value parsed from the multiplex frame head that there is no new emergency broadcasting message queue needed to be received, it outputs the parsed service information payload data to the display unit.

Specifically, the parsing and comparing unit 603 is used for parsing the parsed emergency broadcasting indication field value ebFlag with the emergency broadcasting indicator variable flag, if they are not equal, assigning the value of ebFlag to the Flag and then storing, and parsing the concurrent message quantity field value ebCount and message ID field MsgID for identifying message from the control information multiplex frame; when the MsgID is determined to be not existent in the message queue linked list MsgQueue, assigning the value of ebCount to the MsgCount and then storing, and adding 1 to the received message quantity variable MsgNum and then storing; putting the MsgID in the MsgQueue; meanwhile, outputting the parsed present emergency broadcasting message to the display unit 604; when the MsgCount is determined to be still less than MsgNum, continuing to parse the next emergency broadcasting message until MsgCount=MsgNum, then resetting the MsgCount and MsgNum to be equal to 0, and resetting MsgQueue=Null, and indicating the control unit 601 to close the reception unit, or indicating the control unit 601 to continue receiving the service information.

The display unit 604 is used for displaying all the messages in the input emergency broadcasting message queue, and/or for displaying the input service information payload data.

Of course, the present invention may still have other various embodiments. Those skilled in the art can make corresponding changes and variations according to the present invention, without departing from the spirit and substance of the present invention, and all the corresponding changes and variations should belong to the scope of the claims of the present invention that follow.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for receiving emergency broadcasting messages, comprising:

- initializing emergency broadcasting message variables, which comprise an emergency broadcasting indicator variable, a concurrent message quantity variable and a received message quantity variable, and receiving the emergency broadcasting message indicator variable to be a first initial value, setting values of the concurrent message quantity variable and the received message quantity variable to be a second initial value respectively, and setting a message queue linked list to be Null;
- receiving multimedia broadcasting service information and an information header of the multimedia broadcasting service information;
- determining, by a terminal, whether there is a new emergency broadcasting message needed to be received, from the received information header of the multimedia broadcasting service information;
- receiving multimedia broadcasting control information, when determining that there is a new emergency broadcasting message needed to be received; and
- parsing the emergency broadcasting message from multimedia broadcasting control information, wherein the first initial value is equal to an initial value of emergency broadcasting message information in the information header for representing that there is a new emergency broadcasting message, and the second initial value is equal to an initial value of concurrent message quantity information in the multimedia broadcasting control information for representing message quantity in the emergency broadcasting message.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the emergency broadcasting message comprises a queue of emergency broadcasting messages, and wherein the first initial value is equal to an initial value of emergency broadcasting indication information in the information header for representing that there is a new emergency broadcasting message queue, and the second initial value is equal to an initial value of concurrent message quantity information in the multimedia broadcasting control information for representing message quantity in the emergency broadcasting message queue.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the terminal receives the multimedia broadcasting service information via a second logic channel, and continues receiving the service information via the second logic channel after parsing and displaying all of the messages in the emergency broadcasting message queue from the received multimedia broadcasting control information via a first logic channel, wherein the second logic channel is logic channel #1, and the first logic channel is logic channel 0.
4. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
(1) the terminal receiving the service information, and
parsing the emergency broadcasting indication information
from the information header of the service information,
then determining whether the value of the emergen-
cy broadcasting indication information is equal to
the value of the emergency broadcasting indicator
variable; if yes, skipping step (2) and jumping to execu-
tion of step (3); otherwise, setting the value of the emergency
broadcasting indicator variable to be equal to the value
of emergency broadcasting indication information, fol-
lowed by execution of step (2);
(2) the terminal receiving the control information, parsing
the emergency broadcasting information in the control
information, extracting the concurrent message quantity
information and message ID, and determining whether
there is the message ID in the message queue linked list,
if yes, jumping to execution of step (3); otherwise, set-
ting the value of concurrent message quantity variable
to be equal to the value of the concurrent message quantity
information; shifting the value of the received message
quantity variable by one unit quantity, which represents
one emergency broadcasting message in the emergency
broadcasting message queue, and then putting the mes-
 sage ID in the message queue linked list; and at the same
time, displaying the present emergency broadcasting
message, followed by execution of step (3);
(3) the terminal determining whether the value of the con-
current message quantity variable is less than the value
of the received message quantity variable, if yes, con-
tinuing receiving the control information, and then
jumping to execution of step (2); otherwise, resetting
the value of the concurrent message quantity variable
and the value of the received message quantity variable to
be equal to the second initial value respectively; resetting
the message queue linked list to Null, and stopping
receiving the control information at the same time.

6. The method according to claim 5, further comprising:
(1) the terminal receiving the multimedia broadcasting
control information, and parsing the emergency broadcast-
ing indication information from the information
header of the multimedia broadcasting control informa-
tion, then determining whether the value of the emergen-
cy broadcasting indication information is equal to
the value of the emergency broadcasting indicator variable;
if yes, skipping step (2) and jumping to execution
of step (3); otherwise, setting the value of the emergency
broadcasting indicator variable to be equal to the value
of emergency broadcasting indication information, fol-
lowed by execution of step (2);
(2) the terminal parsing the emergency broadcasting
information in the multimedia broadcasting control informa-
tion, extracting the concurrent message quantity
information and message ID, and determining whether there
is the message ID in the message queue linked list, if yes,
jumping to execution step (3); otherwise, setting the value
of concurrent message quantity variable to be equal to
the value of the concurrent message quantity
information; shifting the value of the received message
quantity variable by one unit quantity, which represents
one emergency broadcasting message in the emergency
broadcasting message queue, and then putting the mes-
 sage ID in the message queue linked list; and at the same
time, displaying the present emergency broadcasting
message, followed by execution of step (3) the terminal
determining whether the value of the concurrent mes-
 sage quantity variable is less than the value of the received
message quantity variable, if yes, continuing receiving
the control information, and then jumping to execu-
tion of step (2); otherwise, resetting the value of
the concurrent message quantity variable and the value
of the received message quantity variable to be equal
to the second initial value respectively, resetting
the message queue linked list to Null, and stopping
receiving the control information at the same time.

7. A communication mobile terminal for receiving emergen-
cy broadcasting messages, comprising a control unit, a
reception unit and a parsing and comparing unit, which are
connected in sequence, wherein:
the control unit is operable to start the reception unit to
receive multimedia broadcasting service information,
and at the same time, indicate the parsing and comparing
unit to parse an information header of multimedia broad-
casting service information;
the reception unit is operable to output the received multi-
media broadcasting service information to the parsing
and comparing unit, under the start of the control unit;
the parsing and comparing unit is operable to pre-initialize
and store emergency broadcasting message variables,
parsing the information header from the input multimedia
broadcasting service information in accordance with the
indication of the control unit, and acquiring determine
from emergency broadcasting indication information
parsed from the information header whether there is a
new emergency broadcasting message needed to be
received,
wherein the pre-initialization includes setting the value of an emergency broadcasting indicator variable to be a first initial value, setting the values of a concurrent message quantity variable and a received message quantity variable to be a second initial value respectively; and setting a message queue linked list to be Null, and wherein the first initial value is equal to the initial value of emergency broadcasting indication information in the information header for representing that there is a new emergency broadcasting message queue, and the second initial value is equal to the initial value of concurrent message quantity information in the control information for representing the message quantity in the emergency broadcasting message queue.

8. The mobile terminal according to claim 7, wherein when the control unit does not start the reception unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting information, the control unit is operable to periodically start the reception unit to receive multimedia broadcasting control information, and indicate the parsing and comparing unit to parse the multimedia broadcasting control information; then issue indication to stop receiving the information to the reception unit after receiving the indication of the parsing and comparing unit to close the reception unit;

the reception unit is operable to output the received multimedia broadcasting control information to the parsing and comparing unit, under the start of the control unit; and stop receiving the multimedia broadcasting control information via a first logic after receiving the indication of the control unit to stop receiving the information;

the parsing and comparing unit is further connected with the control unit, operable to parse the multimedia broadcasting control information and an information header of the multimedia broadcasting control information according to the indication of the control unit; and issue indication to close the reception unit to the control unit after parsing all the messages in the emergency broadcasting message queue from the multimedia broadcasting control information.

9. The mobile terminal according to claim 8, wherein once the terminal needs to receive the multimedia broadcasting service information, the control unit is further operable to start the reception unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting service information, and indicate the parsing and comparing unit to parse the multimedia broadcasting service information simultaneously; indicating the reception unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting control information after receiving the indication of the parsing and comparing unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting control information, and at the same time, indicate the parsing and comparing unit to parse the emergency broadcasting message in the multimedia broadcasting control information;

the reception unit is operable to output the multimedia broadcasting service information received via the second logic channel to the parsing and comparing unit, under the start of the control unit; and output the multimedia broadcasting control information received via the first logic channel to the parsing and comparing unit after receiving the indication of the control unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting control information;

the parsing and comparing unit is operable to parse the input multimedia broadcasting service information, and determine from the emergency broadcasting indication information parsed from the information header of the multimedia broadcasting service information that there is a new emergency broadcasting message needed to be received, then indicate the control unit that the multimedia broadcasting control information needs to be received; after receiving the indication of the control unit to parse the emergency broadcasting message, parse the emergency broadcasting message from the multimedia broadcasting control information input by the reception unit; and determine from the emergency broadcasting indication information parsed from the information header of the multimedia broadcasting service information whether there is a new emergency broadcasting message needed to be received.

10. The mobile terminal according to claim 9, wherein when the parsing and comparing unit indicates the control unit to resume receiving the multimedia broadcasting service information, after parsing all the emergency broadcasting messages in the emergency broadcasting message queue from the multimedia broadcasting control information;

the control unit indicates the reception unit to resume receiving the multimedia broadcasting service information after receiving the indication of the parsing and comparing unit to resume receiving the multimedia broadcasting service information.

11. The mobile terminal according to claim 7, wherein the parsing and comparing unit compares the value of the parsed emergency broadcasting indication information with the value of the emergency broadcasting indicator variable, if they are not equal, it assigns the value of the emergency broadcasting indication information to the emergency broadcasting indicator variable for storing, and parses the concurrent message quantity information and message ID from the control information; when the message ID is determined to be not existent in the message queue linked list, it assigns the value of concurrent message quantity information to the concurrent message quantity variable for storing, and then shifts the value of the received message quantity variable by one unit quantity, which represents one emergency broadcasting message in the emergency broadcasting message queue, and puts the message ID in the message queue linked list;

when the value of the concurrent message quantity variable is determined to be less than the value of the received message quantity variable, it continues parsing the next emergency broadcasting message until the value of the concurrent message quantity variable is equal to the value of the received message quantity variable; it resets the values of the concurrent message quantity variable and the received message quantity variable to be equal to the second initial value respectively, resets the message queue linked list to be Null, and indicates the control unit to close the reception unit.

12. The mobile terminal according to claim 11, wherein once the terminal needs to receive the multimedia broadcasting service information, the control unit is further operable to start the reception unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting service information, and indicate the parsing and comparing unit to parse the multimedia broadcasting service information simultaneously; indicate the reception unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting control information after receiving the indication of the control unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting control information, and at the same time, indicate the parsing and comparing unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting control information, and at the same time, indicate the parsing
and comparing unit to parse the emergency broadcasting message in the multimedia broadcasting control information;

the reception unit is operable to output the multimedia broadcasting service information received via the second logic channel to the parsing and comparing unit, under the start of the control unit; and output the multimedia broadcasting control information received via the first logic channel to the parsing and comparing unit after receiving the indication of the control unit to receive the multimedia broadcasting control information;

the parsing and comparing unit is operable to parse the input multimedia broadcasting service information, and determine from the emergency broadcasting indication information parsed from the information header of the multimedia broadcasting service information that there is a new emergency broadcasting message needed to be received, then indicate the control unit that the multimedia broadcasting control information needs to be received; after receiving the indication of the control unit to parse the emergency broadcasting message, parse the emergency broadcasting message from the multimedia broadcasting control information input by the reception unit; and determine from the emergency broadcasting indication information parsed from the information header of the multimedia broadcasting service information whether there is a new emergency broadcasting message needed to be received.

13. The mobile terminal according to claim 12, wherein the parsing and comparing unit indicates the control unit to resume receiving the multimedia broadcasting service information, after parsing all the emergency broadcasting messages in the emergency broadcasting message queue from the multimedia broadcasting control information;

the control unit indicates the reception unit to resume receiving the multimedia broadcasting service information after receiving the indication of the parsing and comparing unit to resume receiving the multimedia broadcasting service information.